FORMATTING THE FINAL MANUSCRIPT

As the volume editor, you are responsible for ensuring that the entire manuscript is formatted and submitted in accordance with Press guidelines, including labeling each file by chapter number. We advise that you inform each contributor of his or her chapter number if you know the order of the contents in advance.

FORMS

Only one version of each form should be submitted. Please transfer the information you receive for each chapter to a single comprehensive version of the Art & Text Log, the Caption List, and the Abstracts and Keywords. As editor of the volume, you are responsible for completing and submitting the Author Questionnaire.

CITATIONS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY

All contributors should use the same citation style. Discuss with your acquiring editor at SUP whether the book will feature a single combined bibliography or whether each chapter will have its own list of references.

PUBLICATION AGREEMENTS AND PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED TEXT

Every contributed chapter must have either a publication agreement signed by the contributor or permission to reprint previously published text from the original publisher. These forms must be submitted with the final manuscript. Editing cannot begin without them. Please list any chapters that have been previously published in the Text Log.

Publication agreements. SUP will issue publication agreements for your contributors. By signing these agreements, the contributors to your volume give the Press the right to publish their work. Please provide your editorial assistant with a list of each contributor’s full name, the title of the contribution, and up-to-date email addresses so we can prepare and send the agreement. As editor, you do not need to sign a separate publication agreement. (If your own essay has been previously published, however, you will need to request permission from the original publisher and submit this with the final manuscript.)

Permission to reprint. For any text which has been previously published and for which a publication agreement is not appropriate, the chapter author should request permission from

Be sure that all of your contributors understand that it is their responsibility to determine whether any of the elements of their contribution require permissions and, when necessary, to secure those permissions before submission of the final manuscript.
ART PROGRAM AND PERMISSIONS

Provide your contributors with copies of the Press’s instructions for preparing illustrations. Make sure that your contributors know the number of tables, illustrations, etc., that you have allotted their chapters and that the total does not exceed the contract you have with Stanford University Press. All contributors are responsible for obtaining permission for all illustrations and paying any charges relating to permission.

COMPLIMENTARY COPIES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

The Press will send each contributor one copy of the book upon publication, provided we’ve received their mailing addresses and phone numbers from you. When collecting the list of addresses, please ask each contributor for a mailing address that will be applicable a year from now, as that will be the approximate date of publication. The address should not contain a PO Box or Campus Box. If a contributor’s email or address changes before the book is published, please notify your editorial assistant with the change. If a contributor would like additional copies of the book, he or she can purchase them from our distributor at the author discount (40% off list price).